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I. THE S T m  OF X-RAY ASTRONOMY 
In June of 1962, a rocket payload carrying x-ray detectors 
was launched in an attenpt to see if the m n  emitted x-rays (a 
possible consequence of impinging solar x-rays). No lunar x-rays 
were detected, but a pwerful source of x-rays in the constella- 
tion Scorpius was discovered ( m e r  et al., 1964) . 
astroncgny was born. 
Thus x-ray 
Since then, nearly forty discreet sources of cosmic x-rays 
have been located by rocket-borne detectors (Friedman, 1967) . 
Only the stronqest of these sources have been observed by balloon- 
borne detectors. 
ground of extraterrestrial x-rays, detected by balloon experiments 
There also exists an apparently isotropic back- 
(Brini et al., 1967) as well as rocket payloads (Friedman, 1967). 
The most intense sources are Sco X-1 (identified with an old nova 
of optical maqnitude = 81, Crux X-1 (not yet identified with any 
optical object (WCracken, 1967)), Cyg X-1 (also unidentified 
optically), Cyg X-2 (tentatively identified with an object of 
visual magnitude = 15.5 (Giecconi et al., 196711, and Tau X-1 
(the Crab Nebula, a supernova ramant) . 
% 
?, 
The optical identif ica - 
tions of Sco X-1 and Cyg X-2 were made by narrowinq the search 
to optical objects whose visualmaqnitude and colors (B-V and 
U-B) were consistent with a flat mission spectrum (enerqy per 
Unit frequency interval) from x-ray to visible frequencies, an 
assunption which is valid if the photons throuqhout this ranqe 
are produced by bremsstrahlung in an optically thin plasma or 
> 
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by synchrotron radiation from free electrons with a flat enerqy 
distribution (Giacconi et al., 1967). The most recently dis- 
covered x-ray emitters include the radio galaxy MI37 and the suasi- 
stellar object 3C237 (Friedman, 19671, the first extra-qalactic 
objects so identified . 
Rocket-borne detectors typically consist of geiger or pro- 
portional comters which are efficient at wavelenqths between 1.5 
and 8 Angstran units (energies between 8.3 and 1.55 KeV). Balloon- 
borne detectors, however, are severely limited by atnospheric 
absorption at energies below about 20 KeV. 
flown thus far on balloons have used sodium iodide scintillation 
crystals and photamultiplier tubes, usually in conjunction with 
passive and active shielding to narrow the detectorIs field of 
The experiments 
view. The mst effective active shield is a scintillatinq crystal 
such as cesium iodide, which has a large absorption coefficient 
for x-rays and g m  rays. 
in anticoincidence with the central detector; that is, pulses 
fmn the central detector are analyzed only if there is not a 
simultaneous pulse from the guard scintillator's photmultiplier 
tube. 
This "quard" scintillator is operated 
But even with cesium ioctide or sodium iodide guard scintilla- 
tors a few centimeters thick, a larqe amount of background radia- 
tion still reaches the central detector. 
type, Peterson et al. (1965) and Haps and Craddock (1966) 
obtained x-ray counting rates from the Crab Nebula only abut 
70% as great as their detectors' backqround counting rates, in 
With detectors of this 
c 
Y 
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the energy ranqe 20-50 KeV. A t  other enerqies, the si-1 to 
background ratio is considerably wrse. 
Tkis backgrotlnd miqht hrqe ly  be due to hiqh enerqy x-rays 
and gama rays (produced i n  the upper: atmosphere by cosmic rays) 
which can pass und&tected through the cjuard and lose a fraction 
of their original energy by the w t ~ n  effect  i n  the central 
detector. "hpy are thus experimentally indistinguishable from 
low energy x-rays which cane through the experimen.t's forward 
aperture .and lose a l l  their energy in the central detsctor by 
the photoelectric effect  (the d d n a n t  enerqy-loss process a t  
energies blow a b u t  200 KeV) . 
4 
The sensitivity of a balloon experiment can be improved 
by increasing the detector's area or exposure tim. (The total 
n m h r  N of events due to a 5~urce Will be proprtional to the 
area time product, AT, while a standard deviation u i n  the n m k r  
of backqround events w i l l  be proportional to  &; thus N/o a: 4 E . I  
Increasing the central detector area t o  mre than a b u t  50 square 
centimeters requires expensive anticoincidence scint i l la tors  (mre 
than $10,000.00 i f  cesium iodide is used), A fundamental l i m i t a -  
t ion on exposure time 'is impsed by the earth's rotation (15' per 
hour) and the strong absorption of x-rays a t  zenith angles much 
greater than 30'. 
a pointing control systenn capable of tracking the source across 
the sky must be used, 
To even u t i l i ze  ful ly  t h i s  four hour interval, 
A s  an alterriate approach to the problem of increasinq the 
sensitivity of a balloon-borne x-ray detector, I have considered 
various ways of focusing "hard" (of wavelenqth shorter than an 
Angstrom unit) x-rays f r o m  a lame collection area to  a snail 
focal area (where a conventional sodium iodide crystal muld be 
located) . 
(energy E 
crystal with interplanar distances no greater than a f e w  Anqstrcan 
units. 
a t  points P and P' cause reflected x-rays to  converqe to a focal 
p i n t o .  
To efficiently ref lect  x-rays of wavelenqth h 2 fi 
12.4 KeV) , one must use Braqg reflection frm a 
Figure 1 shows three possible arranqaents in  which crystals 
Reflection frm a given crystal can only occur i f  the 
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Bragg condition 
(1) n X = 2d sin 9 
is satisfied or very nearly satisfied. 
of the reflection, d is the distance between the reflecting 
planes of the crystal, and 9 is the qlancinq anqle.) Since 
9 depends on the coordinates of P, different crystals reflect 
effectively at different energies. 
(Here n is the order 
Wst crystals have interplanar distances greater than 2 
or 3 Angstrm units. This, alonq with a desired l o w  enerqy 
limit of about 15 KeV, necessitates glancinq anqles 0 loo 
for first order (by far the strongest) reflections. Thus the 
gmetry of Fiqure 1 (a) (in which 9 > 45' for all reflectinq 
crystals) is ruled out. 
The gecanetries of Fiqure 1 (b) and (c) are further cmpxed 
in F i p e  2, which illustrates 
and Laue cases of reflection. 
the reflected beam leaves the face it entered whereas in the 
Laue case (Fiqure 2 (b)) the reflected beam leaves a different 
face, parallel to that which it entered. 
ciency in the Rraqq case, the maximum path lenqth in the crystal, 
2Q- must be mre than one absorption lenqth, A. s l l l 8  
length is the distance traveled by the incident beam in the 
crystal before its intensity is reduced by a factor of e.) 
the difference between the Braqq 
In the Braqq case (Fiqure 2 (a)) 
For near-opth effi- 
( ~ n  absorption 
Thus 
the crystal thickness in the Bragg case should satisfy 
Q sin 8 TB>A- 2 .  
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Using a crystal much thicker than this will  sl iqhtly increase 
the intensity reflected fram t h i s  particular crystal, but will 
prevent the closest possible spacinq of adjacent crystals and 
thus w i l l  waste space. The optimum crystal thickness for the 
Braqq case is thus about A - sin e 2 -  
Similarly, i n  the Laue case the efficiency of reflection 
is greatest i f  the path lenqth, - Q , is about one absorption cos e 
length. (The probability of reflection increases linearly with 
thickness unt i l  absaption becames siqnificant.) Thus 
% 
(3) TL= A COS e.  
In both cases, the individual crystal 's  horizontal dimension "w" 
(see Figure 2) must be less than the diameter of the detector 
(which is centered a t  the focal p i n t )  so that a l l  reflected x- 
rays w i l l  be detected. 
Thus, for small 6, the crystals used i n  the Rraqq case 
) than those used i n  the T s in  e should be much thinner ( 2  = 
Laue case. 
over a distance w, that crystal must have lenqth 4 = - i n  s in  8 
the Bragg case, but only a i n  the Laue case. The more 
convenient crystal dimensions used i n  the Laue casew-e the 
geometry of Fiqure 1 (c) the best for OUT application. 
TL 2 COS 6 
And i f  a sinsle crystal  is used to  intercept x-rays 
w 
W 
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111. THE X-RAY "LENS" 
The x-ray telescope w a s  accordingly designed as shown 
schmatically i n  Figure 3 (which is not a scale drawing). Its 
"lens" consists of approximately 4000 rock salt crystals (cleaved 
from large, natural chunks f r m  a bbrton S a l t  Company mine a t  
Grand Saline, Texas). 
relatively hiqh reflectinq power (which w i l l  be defined later). 
Of the crystals listed by Blokhin (1962, p. 231),  those havinq 
the highest reflectinq pers are aluminum, rock salt, l i t h i u m  
Rock salt was chosen primarily for its 
fluoride, q u a r t z ,  and calcite. Their relative reflectinq powers 
are, respectively, 140, 120, 110, 35 and 35. In addition, rock 
salt has a relatively s m a l l  value of d (2.8 1 A) , mkinq the 
glancing anqles larqer and thus mre convenient t o  work with. 
Pbreover, it occurs i n  nature i n  larqe chunks which are fair ly  
easily cleaved t o  the dimensions required for the geometry of 
Figure 1 (c). 
0 
The cleaved crystals m e a s u r e  about 1" by 0.8" i n  area and 
are munted on a 6-foot diameter paraboloidal frame (as large as  
I f e l t  could be launched without great difficulty).  
radiation fran a point source a t  infinity along the telescope's 
axis (the Z-axis) can be reflected while passinq throuqh a crystal  
i f  the Braqg condition (equation 1) is satisfied or very nearly 
satisfied. Thus any annular part of the lens is effective only 
Incident 
over a n a r r o w  enerqy range, centered at  
- -  2020n KeV (for NaC1). hc hcn - 
A 2d sin 8 s in  8 
(4) E (e)  = = = 
8 
The absorption lenq-th increases with enercjy, so the innennost 
crystals (those for which 8 is smallest) are the thickest. 
Because of its cubic structure, rock salt cleaves into 
parallelepipeds. Thus i f  salt crystals are mounted tanqentially 
to  a curve of slope 
(where theaxes are defined i n  Figure 3 ) ,  one set of atomic 
planes w i l l  be a t  an angle 0 relative t o  the telescope's axis. 
The angle of reflection must qual  8 ,  the angle of incidence, 
so reflected x-rays leave the crystal a t  an anqle 20 relative 
to  the Z-axis. In order for reflected x-rays t o  reach the 
focal point 0 (w!nich is defined t o  be the oriqin of our co- 
ordinate systen), the coordinates of the reflectinq point P 
must therefore satisfy 
Conditions 5 and 6 are satisfied by a parabola: 
where @ is the radius of curvature i n  the l i m i t  
As for an ordinary parabolic mirror, z, , the "focal lenqth, I' 
is one-half the radius of curvature of the i n n m o s t  part of 
the reflectinq surface. 
<< 1. 
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IV. THE LOW ENERG'Y LIMIT 
Large balloons typically carry instrument packaqes to 
altitudes where the atmospheric pressure is between 2 and 4 
millibars (i.e. only h u t  2 to 4 qrams/an2 of air are above 
the detector). The transmission factor for vertically incident 
x-rays as a function of enerqy was calculated for pressures of 
2, 3 ,  and 4 mb in the followinq way. 
The reduction in the intensity of a beam of x-rays of 
energy E as it passes through an infinitesimally thin layer of 
material with linear absorption coefficient 1-1 is qiven by 
(8) dI = - 11-1 ldzl 
where ldz I is the thickness of the layer. If the absorbinq 
material consists of n cmpnents (e.y. nitroqen and oxyqen) 
with mass absorption coefficients (1-1/p densities Pit then 
n 
(9) 1-I = i & U/P)iPi. 
The coefficients (U/P ) i dewd on enemy while the d-msities p 
are, in the case of the earth's atmosphere, functions of the 
i 
altitude, z. The intensity decreases as z decreases, so 
n 
which has the Solutim 
- g .f ?- I b / p  1; P i  (11) I = I, e 
Ak altitudes above 123,000 feet (i.e. at pressures less than 
4 mb) the atmosphere is essentially isothermal at T = 258OK + 20°K - 
(Ney et a1.,1964). 
ithccsnponent of the atmosphere above an altitude z is 
Ths, noting that the pressure due to the 
- 
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where R is the universal gas constant, M i  is the mlecular 
weiqht of the ith - component, and q is the acceleration due to 
gravity (essentially constant throuqhout the atmr>sphere), we 
find t h a t  
and 
(14) I ( z )  = Ioe 
where h. = - €IT' is the scale heiqht for the ith - ccrmponent of 
- M i 9  
the atmosphere. 
The percent canpsit ion by volume of air a t  123,000 f t .  
was found by interpolatinq (qraphically) values of the percent 
canpsi t ion a t  various altitudes tabulated i n  the Handhok of 
Chemistry and Physics (Thirty F i rs t  Edition, p. 2678). The 
calculations take into account the presence of arqon as  w e l l  
as nitroqen and oxyqen. (Although pmon  is only % 1/4% of 
contribution to  1-1 is not negligible.) The calculated amspher ic  
transmission forenerqiesbetween 1 4  and 140 KeV is shown in Figure 
4.  
Atmspheric absorption, while never negligible, becanes 
very m r t a n t  a t  energies below 30 KeV. 
dN which f a l l s  off as rapidly as the C r a b ' s  (= 
196511, the peak intensity of the observed flux occurs near 25 KeV 
For a source spectrum 
E'I (Peterson, 
(at 3.3 gm/cm2 atmspheric depth). 
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V. THE REl?IZCI'ING POWER OF CHYSTAIS 
The reflectinq power R of a crystal for x-rays of enerqy 
E is defined to be 
(15) R(E) E I p(8,E)dO 
where 0 is the qlancinq anqle in radius, p is the ratio of 
reflected to incident intensity, and the limiLs of inteqrat .on 
include that rarqe of 8 over which reflection is appreciable. 
(For rock salt, A 0  (full width of p curve at half its maxhum 
value) is on the order of 0.5O; for nearly perfect crystals 
such as calcite A 8  is only a few seconds.) Usinq a rotatinq 
crystal methcd, Braqq and others (1921) measured first order 
reflections from the faces (cleavage planes) of various thick 
crystals of rock salt at an enerqy of 20 KeV (rhcdium Ka radia- 
tion), obtaininq an averaqe value fiB = 5.5 x 
script B indicates the Rraqq case of reflection frm a thick 
crystal). 
(here the sub- 
I made measurements of the reflectinq power in the Iaue 
case (throuqh a crystal of optimum thickness) at hiqher enerqies, 
using a tunqsten target x-ray machine at an ancde potential of 
50 kilovolts. The primary beam was collimated to abut 0.lo (FWHM) 
but contained a broad, continuous spectrum of x-rays of enerqy up 
to 50 KeV. 
tungsten tarqet at 50 kilovolts. 
Ulrey (1918) using a hiqh resolution (calcite crystal) x-ray spectro- 
mter, *ile the upper curve is the spectrum I measured usinq a 
Harshaw Integral Line 1 inch diameter NaI (Tl) crystal and 
Fiqure 5 shms tvm enerqy spectra for x-rays from a 
The lwer curve was obtained by 
, 
photmlt iplier 
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tube assembly with a Victoreen PIP-401) pulse 
height analyzer. 
relatively q d  for a sodium iodide crystal: resolution (FWlW) 
= 25% at 28 KeV. The radiation fral the tarqet contained no 
line emissions since the tunqsten Ka line occurs at 59 KeV. 
The resolution of the detector I used was 
?r 
The number of photons reflected per second by a crystal 
held at a fixed anqle e relative to the incident beam will be 
(16) N W  =Jg (E) P(~,E) m 
dN where dE (E) is the incident differential number spectrum 
(photons set" Key1) , E is the energy in KeV, and the ranqe 
of inteqration includes that ranqe of enerqy over which reflec- 
tion is appreciable. The measured reflected spctnan was found. 
to be sharply Faked at the Braqq enerqy, EE = - 2*20n KeV, 
with a full width at half maximum not siqnificantly qreater 
than the FWIW resolution of the detector itself. Thus the 
energy ranqe AE of the reflected x-rays is much less than ER, 
so we can infer that p is a sharply peaked function of enerqy 
(for constant e ) .  So, provided (E) is slowly and predictably 
varyinq with enerqy at E 
measurements with a 50 kilovolt supply voltaqe), we can write 
s i n e  
dN 
'L (this is true for E B  < 40 KeV for my B 
(17) N ' ( 8 )  = - 2 (Ed jP(e,E) dE. 
As an alternate fiqure of merit for a crystal's reflectinq p e r  
we can thus define a conveniently measureable "efficiency band- 
width product, " E .B. : 
(18) E.R. (e )  : 5 p(8,E) dE = N' ( 0 )  
dE (Ed 
b 
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Using the m e a s u r e d  value E.B. ( e )  we can calculate R(E) from 
a simple relation which will be derived below. 
I have also made measurements of R a t  the energies 22 KeV, 
60 KeV, 88 KeV, and 1 2 1  KeV usinq radioactive sources (Cd-109, 
Am-241, Cd-109, and (33-57, respectively) i n  a Iaue arranqment 
(Figure 6 ) .  Instead of narrowly co l lha t inq  the mnoenerqetic 
x-rays fran the source and rotating the crystal, I simply mountec? 
the crystal i n  a plane midway between source and detector (which 
were a distance D = 40 inches apart) and le t  x-rays simultaneously 
impinqe on the crystal over a sufficiently wide  ranqe of e so that 
the power reflected t o  the detector (whose area is A,.et) was 
= JI,P A y dx ' D e t  (19) 
where I, is the incident intensity a t  the position of the crystal, 
Ay is the height of the crystal, and x is the horizontal distance 
f r m  centerline t o  reflectinq point. 
equation 19  becmes 
'L 'L 
For E > 22 KeV (e, < .1 rad), 
(20) PIDet= I, Ay ~ P T  D d e = I, A y R. 
I,, was simply calculated f r m  measurements of the intensity of 
radiation I a t  the detector with the source turret pointed 
Det 
a t  
8 ,  
of 
the detector and the primary beam absorbers removed. For snall 
I, = 4IWt= 4 since the power f a l l s  off as the sawire 
%et 
distance. Thus 
R -  1 !ED€& k. 
pI=et DAY 
(21) 
Source activities of about l m i l l i c u r i e  were recruired to give 
a reflected intensity much greater than the backqroound radiation 
detected by the 2 inch diameter sodium iodide crystal. The 
6 
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background spectrum was peaked a t  80 to  90 KeV, and seemed to 
be isotropic i n  the lab. 
the detector, the background countins rate was 2, 6 counts/sec 
(60 - I  < E < 100 KeV). 
revealed no 80-100 KeV x-ray emitters which were likely to be 
Before lead shieldinq was put around 
A search throuqh the Isotope Index (1963-64) 
present i n  the walls of the buildirq, so th i s  radiation r a i n s  
an unexplained nuisance. 
The results of my measuremnts of R and E.B. w i l l  be presented 
in  a later section. 
theory will first be discussed. 
S a w  pertinent aspects of x-ray diffraction 
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VI. THE K m T I C  THM)Ry OF X-RAY D I m a I O N  
I f  a crystal is perfect (i.e. has no substitution or 
dislocation disorders) and i f  the crystal is so small that the 
intensity of x-rays is diminished only nql iq ib ly  i n  passinq 
throuqh it, the reflected intensity is predicted accurately 
by the k i n a t i c  theory of x-ray diffraction (Zachariasen, 1945, 
pp. 82-110). Sane results of th i s  theory are sumnarizd i n  the 
followinq paraqraphs. 
A perfect crystal of macroscopic s i z e  may be mathematically 
broken down into unit crystals, each of which has edqes zl, g,, 
and 2, (which are not a l l  coplanar). The amplitude of an x-ray 
scattered by a sinqle loosely bound electron is qi~7en by the 
Thomson f onnula 
e2 sin9 
E, = Eo mc Lr 
where 0 is the anqle between the incident electric f ie ld  vector 
E, and the propaqation direction of the scattered radiation, 
4 
and r is the distance f r m t h e  scatterinq point to the observer. 
The amplitude scattered by a unit crystal is defined to  he me, 
where F is the "structure factor" of the unit  crystal. 
on the electron distribution i n  the unit  crystal and on the 
directions of incident and scattered wave vectors. 
F depends 
Since it 
includes a phase factor, F i n  qeneral is complex. 
I f  the dimensions of the macroscopic crystal are N, a l ,  
N2a,, and N3a3 (where N,, N,, and N, are each much qreater than 1) 
the resultinq diffraction pattern is very sharply peaked. The 
16 
diffracted intensity then is 
where 2, and % are the incident and scattered wave vectors, 
respectively, I, is the incident intensity, and FR is the value 
of F when the conditions for Brass reflection frm an at&c plane 
are satisfied or nearly satisfied. 
The reflectins power Rperfect is calculated from equation 23 
by f i r s t  expressinq the reflected intensity I' i n  tenns of the 
glancing anqle (the anqle between incident beam and reflectinq 
planes) and the propagation direction of the reflected ray, and 
then in tqra t inq  I '  over solid angle and glancinq anqle. 
(The solid anqle subtended. by the detector is assumecj to .& 
larqe campared to  the solid anqle i n  which the reflected radia- 
where to is the crystal thickness and 
for  unpolarized radiation. 
If the qlancing anqle is held fixed but the enerqy of the radia- 
t ion is allmed to  vary a similar inteqration qives 
V is the volume of a unit crystal. 
where 
17 
for unpolarized radiation. For 9 :,l radian 
% E (28) 
The reflection frm a perfect crystal of finite size is 
'*'-perfect = h f e c t  8~ 
given more accurately by the results of the dynamic theory, 
which takes into account true absorption (which is due mainly 
to the photoelectric effect at energies below 150 KeV) and 
extinction (ranoval of enerqy f m  the primary beam by diffrac- 
tion) in the crystal. But we are interested mainly in crystals 
with high reflectinq powers. 
snall ones, with thicknesses of only a few thousand atomic planes) 
can reflect with efficiencies approachinq unity but only over an 
extremely narrow range of qlancinq anqle (or enerqy) so R and 
E.B. are very small for these crystals. On the other hand, a 
mosaic crystal consists of a large nmber of very small perfect 
crystal blocks at slightly differinq orientations. 
a mosaic crystal the bandwidth over which reflection occurs can 
be much larger than that for a sinole perfect crystal. The 
individual blocks of the mosaic crystal rock salt are snall 
enough so that the kinematic theory can be applied to them 
individually, and we need not consider the dynamic theory here. 
Single perfect crystals (even very 
Thus, for 
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VII. THE REFLMTING F'CWER OF A I'KISAIC CR'YSTX 
(LAUE W E )  
Zachariasen's (1945) derivations of expressions for the 
reflecting p e r  of a mosaic crystal assume that the kinmatic 
fomulas apply to the individual blocks of the mosaic and that 
the distribution in orientation of perfect blocks (of average 
thickness to) within the mosaic can be described by a Gaussian 
function : 
-A2/2 0 I 
(29) W ( A )  = - ' e  
f i n  
where A is "the maqnitude of the anqular deviation frm the mean" 
and n is a constant for a particular mosaic crystal. The coupled 
differential equations for the incident beam p e r  Po and reflect& 
beam power Pr as functions of the depth T into the crystal (meas- 
ured normal to its surface) are, for the Laue case: 
llo Po - " - a Po dT + a Pr dT COS e (30) dPo = - 
(31) dPr = - po Pr - dT + a Po dT - a PR dT cos e 
where p0 is the ordinary linear absorption coefficient and a is 
the probability of reflection per unit thickness of a thin layer 
of the mosaic crystal. The ratio of reflected to incident inten- 
sity for a mosaic of thickness To then becanes 
2 d.lo/cos m o  [I - a To + =J (aTOl2 + . . . I I  (33)= a Toe % 
where it was assumed a To << 1. If only the first reflections 
of primary and reflected beams are taken into account (i.e. we 
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neglect the last t e r m s  i n  equations 30 anCi 31) , the result  is 
not very different f r o m  equation 33, i f  u To is small: 
I f  the incident radiation is monoenerqetic, we can calculate 
u as a function of 8. W e  consider a small perfect crystal block 
A 
whose reflecting planes have a normal unit vector n a t  a s m a l l  
angle A to  the -y-axis: n = (&, - cos A ,  A,) = (-sin A sin$, A 
- cosA, sin A cos$), where A = J A i L +  A z L  (see Fiq. 7 ) .  L e t  
the direction of the incident wave be described by a unit vector 
u, = (0, sine, cos8). 
A 
Wenow express the distribution function 
i n  the syrmetrical form 
which is normalized so t h a t  
( H e r e  the integration limits include the values of A over which 
W is appreciable; for rock salt, d 1' is sufficient.) Thus 
W(A,,A,) dAx dA, is the probability that , i n  a thickness to of 
the msaic, the incominq x-ray w i l l  s t r ike a block whose normal 
is i n  the ranqe 4( + %, A, 2 . Then the total intensity - 
reflected in a thickness dT (to << dT << A )  w i l l  be 
r f x  
where 8 is the mean glancinq anqle and &p ( 8  ' - 8 ~ )  is the ra t io  of 
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reflectea to incident intensity for a perfect crystal a t  an 
actual glancinq angle 8 '  (the anqle between u, and the reflec- 
A 
tion planes of the block). Frcm Fiq. 7, 
= sin (e-A,). 
Since A is a very small angle, we  can accordinsly write 
dT -7TcJ2 (€),-e) 
(44) a(@) dT = - to Rperfect ?Te 
(45) = F;rz (e@) Q - dT .*t  cos e 
and 
so that we obtain fram the f i r s t  two terms of equation 33 
rn 
*Zacharias= (1945) uses the symbol W ( A )  not only for the 
function defined i n  ecruation 29,but also i n  place of the funct- 
ion W, i n  ecruation 45. 
Qe * tFor brevity, we write Q = 
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assuming @I?, << 1. 
The m i m u m  reflectinq power R obtainable i n  the h u e  case 
w i l l  occur for the thickness To 
OPt 
gives 
(49) 
- cos 8 - 
Toopt u, + q 0 
and 
A crystal havinq a value of q much 
satisfying - dR = 0. This 
dT0 
-1 e .  
less than % would be _ _  
"ideally imperfect;" the Laue reflectinq power of an ideally 
imperfect crystal of optimum thickness muld be - 0 e-l. 
1-IO 
I f  the incident x-rays are not mnoenerqetic, but 8 is 
fixed, 0 may be calculated as  a function of a variable AE E-EB 
<< E 
f ied 
frail 
where EB is the enerqy a t  which the Rraqq condition is satis- 
for a qlancinq anqle 8. 
(51) U(AE) = E.R. 
which w e  calculate 
Then one obtains 
w (AeB(AE)) 1-1 dBB a 1 
perfect z 
W e  again asme UT, 
inteqrand, obtaininq 
<< 1 and make a Taylor's m s i o n  of the 
(53) E*B'mosaic,hue =k -(Uo + q E.B. perfect P)%sel x 
(54) - E - Rmsaic,Laue 5 
case 
Referrinq back t o  Fiqure 2,  we can cmpare the optimum Laue 
reflectinq power with the maximum reflectinq power tha t  wuld 
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be obtainable in the Braqg case. 
is proportional to crystal volume (for an infinitesimal crystal) 
Since the probability of reflection 
and the attenuation of incident or refelcted photons (which have 
the same enerqy) is e-'. path length (where 1-1 is an effective 
absorption coefficient Which includes the power loss due to dif- 
fraction), we have for the reflected intensity I' in the Laue 
and Rraqq cases, respectively, the followinq relations: 
TO 
2x 
-1-1 - (55) dIgL = cIo e cos 8 dx  
-1-1 - (56) dI'B = CIo e COS 8 dX 
so the ratio of mirmxn reflected intensities is 
rn 
1. If a crystal of thickness - 'Os e is used - cos 8 opt - 1-1 (where To 1-I 
in the Braqq case as well as the Laue case, the ratio becanes 
85%. Thus the hue case is not only much mre convenient to use 
in the lens: it is also nearly as efficient as Braqq qmetry could 
be. 
In a recent papr, Zachariasen (1967 a) states the results 
of his new qeneral theory of x-ray diffraction in real crystals. 
T h i s  theory takes into account primary extinction (extinction within 
an individual perfect block) as well as secondary extinction (in 
the crystal as a whole) and ordinary absorption. 
ion I have been using, the new formulae can be writted as follows 
(for the hue case): 
In the notat- 
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rn 
L O  
Q T, e-~.  COS 9 
(58) R =  cos 8 YI 
where ? is the mean path lenqth thrrouqh the crystal, f is the 
mean path lenqth throuqh a perfect crystal d m i n ,  and EL is the 
mean thickness of the perfect d m i n  measured normal to the incident 
beam i n  the plane of incidence (the plane containinq incident and 
reflected wave vectors) . Accordins to  Zachariasen (1967 b) , 
is a 
(The 
slightly better expression than equation 59 for most crystals. 
expansion of for small x, lies between the expansion 
Ji-T-E, 
of eguation 59 and the expansion of - tan-'& (which 
f i  
Zachariasen (1967 a) recamended i n  place of equation 59 for 
crystals w i t h  x and UT greater than one. ) ) 
I f  the perfect d m i n s  can be considered as spheres of 
radius r, and i f  r << To, equation 60 bemes 
i f  r is very small. (men r is so 
negligible.) I f  we assume that x 
-1/2 1 
mll, primary extinciton is 
<< 1 for our crystal, then a 
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Taylor's expansion gives 
y s l - x  % 
(65) 
If we are concerned with energies so hiqh that X << r/g, 
then equation 67 reduces to the result obtained earlier (equation 
48). The validity of the assumptions made here will be damn- 
strated when we ccanpare theoretical and experimental values of 
R for natural rock salt in the energy range 20-140 KeV. 
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VIII. THE0RF;TICAL AND MEX3URED VALUES OF R AND To 
OPt 
U s i n g  quat ion 50, I calculated the reflecting power R 
of rock salt crystals of optimum thickness i n  the Laue case. 
In  calculating Q, I took values of IF1 (for f i r s t  and semnd 
order retLections frm NaCl) frcm a graph given by Jams (1948). 
Jamesy graph shows theoretical values  (calculated f r m  the 
Hartree theory) and experimental values (which are i n  good agree- 
ment w i t h  the thsory) s For f i r s t  order reflections f r m  cleav- 
age planes IF1 = 21.3, while for  second order reflections IF1 = 
12.8 (these values apply t o  a unit crystal containinq one sodium 
and one chlorine atom). 
a value of g, but measwments of the reflecting p e r  (in the 
h u e  case) a t  different thicknesses of the same crystal  yield a 
value of g. Zachariasen (1945, p. 168) suggests for  rock salt 
g 260, Values of (where p is the density) for sodium and 
chlorine were  found i n  the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics: 
from them, w calculate the ordinary linear absorption coefficient 
for sodium chloride 
2- 
X-ray diffraction theory does not predict 
I' 
+ $.) (68) Po = (?Na YNa p c1 
and the ordinary absorption length 
A,=--, 1  
1-iO 
(69) 
which are shown, as functions of enerqy, i n  Figs. 8 and 9. 
The f i r s t  and second order theoretical curves of R labeled 
g = 260 i n  Fig. 10 were calculated fran equation 50. Althouqh 
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5, 
48 (which assumed g cos Q 
following formula, obtained by integrating a Taylor's expansion 
of equation 32 about UT, = 0.3: 
0.3 near the peak of the first-order m e ,  equation 
<< 1) still agrees very w e l l  w i t h  the 
To/cose l0.964 To - 0.741 (-) Q T o  2 1. 
COS e (70) R = e-" 
The "ideally imperfect" f i r s t  order curve of Fig. 10  represents 
the upper l imit  (attained when g = 0) on Que for rock salt. 
The above values of IF{ and g were also used to calculate the 
theoretical optimum thickness. 
shown in Fig. 11. 
Equation 50 gave the curves 
The experimental points of Fig. 10  represent the values of 
R which I obtained fran my machine data (filled-in circles) 
and source data (open circles) for  rock s a l t  crystals of optimum 
thickness (determined experimentalXy). Each machine point is 
an average of as many as eight values of R (calculated fram the 
efficiency bandwidth products measured a t  a given en-). The 
two experimental values of optimum thickness shown in Fig. 11 
m e  obtained by m e a s u r i q  relative reflecting p e r  (usinq 
sources) as a function of crystal thickness a t  22 KeV and 60 KeV. 
Approximately ten masurments with crystals of various thicknesses 
(all close to  the theoretical optimnnthickness) w e r e  made a t  
each of the t m  eneryies. 
Within the limits of exprimental error, the measured values 
of R and optimum thickness are in g o d  aqreemnt w i t h  the values 
predicted by equations 50 and 49. 
of R may have tended to be hiqh because the incident beam was 
Sane of the machine measurenents 
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very narrow (half the intensity was confined within an area of 
only 0.007 an2 at the crystal). Conceivably, a region this small 
could have an anclmalously low value of g, thus pemitting a larcjer 
value of R. 
significantly non-Gaussian over much small areas, so that the 
definition of g (equations 35 and 36) and the formulas for opti- 
munz thickness and reflecting power (equations 49 and 50) qiven 
In fact, the distribution function W(A) may be 
above do m t  apply. 
Consider, for example, a hypothetical small mosaic crystal 
whose distribution function falls off linearly with Ax and Az: 
Then normalization (equation 37, with 6 - >A,) requires 
As before, we calculate for a (9) (usinq ecruation 38) 
In place of equation 47, we obtain 
so that the fomla for R (eg. 48) is still valid if q is set 
2 equal to - 3A0 * 
Clearly, other non-Gaussian distribution functions will qive 
rise to the same fonnula (eq. 48) for R, provided oTo << 1. Thus, 
28 
althouqh the value of q can be determined. fm m e a s u r e m a t s  
of R a t  more than one enemy, these measurenats tell us 
nothinq of the actual form of the distribution function W. 
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IX. mmm10N mAILs 
The above calculations of the reflecting p e r  R(E) can be 
used to determine the effective area of the lens as a function 
of en- for a given lens gecmetry. 
gecmetry and construction of t h i s  lens are therefore i n  order. 
R e f l e c t i n g  crystals 3an be mounted i n  any array such that 
Sane ccpnments on the 
equakions 5 and 6 u s  appmximately satisfied everywhere i n  the 
crystal array. 
equations cannot be exactly and simultaneously satisfied a t  a l l  
(For crystals of f in i t e  dhensions, these 
possible reflectinq points; but i f  the individual crystals are 
snail enough ismaller than the detector) and w e l l  enouqh aligned, 
and i f  the x-ray source is it a small enouqh anqle to  the tele- 
scope's axis, then a l l  th--. reflected x-rays w i l l  h i t  the detector 
(i.e. the gecartetry is 1112% efficient under these conditions)). 
(The actual anqular response function w r l l  be dealt w i t h  i n  a 
' a t e ~  section.) It seemed simplest to  use the continuous curve 
satisfyins emations 5 md 6 (i.e. a p r a b l a )  to  define the 
surface on which the crystals would be mounted. 
The parJboldts f w a i  lenqch f was chosen to be L14.6 inches. 
This p~rs a l l  the refi3cting crystals approximately 114.6 inches 
away from the detect.x (since 
x-ray frm an anqle 6 = lo off the telescope's axis w i l l ,  a f te r  
amax is s m a l l ) .  Thus an incident 
reflected, miss the f x a l  point by about f E  = 114.6'' x lo x 
So wich a 2 inch diameter detector centered a t  the 57.3O 
focal. point, the f ie ld  of view is a cone w i t h  a semi-vertex anqle 
= 2". 
'I c 
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of lo, provided that the crystals are infinitesimally small  
and perfectly tanqent to the paraboloid. Using crystals 
about 0.8'' by 1.0'' i n  area makes the collection efficiency 
drop off gradually a t  smaller off-axis angles. As w i l l  be 
shown later ,  the efficiency is down t o  50% at  € = 0.5O for 
the focal length, crystal s ize ,  and detector s i ze  of th i s  
telescope. 
'L 
Decreasinq the s i z e  of the crystals significantly wpuld 
increase the time spent cleaving crystals. 
take advantaqe af the snaller crystal s i ze ,  the angular toler- 
ances of the frame muld have t o  be reduced below + 1/4O -- 
accuracy which is quite diff icul t  to at ta in  in  pra.?tice. 
over, for rock s a l t  the reflected beam's direction may vary by 
perhaps f 1/4O, because of the mosaic structure. 
Furtkmore,  to 
.- 
More- 
- 
It was thus decided to mount the reflecting crystals on a 
frame consistinq of 36 concentric circular bands (in 1 inch 
radial increner;ts) inserted into 24 radial ribs or r 'spkes" 
(see Fi-e IL), each of which has 36 slots.  
slots increases parabolically with increasing distance froan the 
telescope's axis. The bottcm of each slot is defined by a jiq- 
bored hole. Accordinq to the f o m  of the marjhine shop which 
did th i s  mrk, this technique prmitted the b o t t m  sf the slots 
t o  be defined (relative t o  a spoke's bottcpn edge) t o  an accuracy 
of + .001". The bands are .050" thick cold rold round edqe f l a t  
w i r e ,  .500" wide and selected out of stock for uniformity i n  
width to + .001". 
The depth of the 
- 
The bands are silver soldered wether (after - 
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being rolled to  the correct radius of curvature) and are epoxied 
into the slots with a highly thixotropic (non-runninq) epoxy. 
Between each pair of spokes, a thin skin of Silkspan paper is 
applied across a l l  the bands. The Silkspan is applied wet, 
with butyrate dope t o  make it adhere to the tops of a l l  bands. 
On drying, the Silkspan shrinks t o  a t igh t  skin on which the 
salt crystals ;an be slued. 
partially cmpleted frame w i t h  Silkspan covering one of its 
sectors. 
Figure 13 is a photosraph of the 
The crystals were cleaved f r m  chunks up t o  several cubic 
inches in size.  
stage of cleaving. 
were obtained by successively cleavinq with a harmer and an 
ordinary single edge razor bLade. 
cleaved by qently pushing the razor blade along a cleavaqe plane. 
Crystals larger than a square inch i n  area but thinner than .030" 
could be obtained i n  this way. 
cleaved crystals and one of the larger "raw" chunks. 
A harmer and sharp chisel were used in the first 
Then crystals of intermediate thicknesses 
The thinnest crystals were 
Fig. 1 4  is a photcqraph of various 
I 
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X. THE CJlIN OF THE Tn;ESCQI?E 
W e  define the effective area of the lens a t  sane en- E 
i n  the followi.J2g my: 
rate at  which reflected x-rays are,deteqted 
intensity incident on lens(photons sec-I (76) Alens(E) 
- .  (photons sec-l) (unit area normal t o  beam) 1) 
If the i t h  -crystal of the lens has area A i  and is inclined a t  an 
angle a i ,  and i f  a l l  reflected x-rays impinge on the detector, then 
we can mite for the effective area of the lens 
N 
where p ,  is the ra t io  of reflected to incident intensity for the 
i t h  -cryst3i and N is the nurnber of crystals makinq up the lens. 
"he shape si the function p (e)  for rock salt a t  a qiven enerqy 
m y  vary greatly amonq different crystals (Bra*, 1914) , SO the 
subscript imust be retained on w e  (Nevertheless, the re f lec th  
power, R _I f p do, is nearly the same for a l l  the crystals. ) 
In the case of th i s  lens, each crystal has the same area, A,. 
To evaluate the sumnation 
N 
L=1 
S C p i ( e i , E )  COS e i  (78 1 
,we note the follming properties of the lens. Firs t ,  there is a 
large nurnber of crystals per annulus, and the anqular difference 
between ddjacent annular arrays is only 0.3O. Secondly, there are 
irregularit ies i n  the lens frame (limited to + 1/4O), so that 
the total probability of a crystal being inclined a t  angle e is 
a mth function of 8.  (Figure 15 i l lustrates  qualitatively how 
- 
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Gaussian-like probability distributions pi and pi+z 
at @I 
1st annular arrays) can add up to a total probability distrjbution 
centered 
and a i+l (the ncPninal inclinations of the ith and i + -
-
PT which is relatively constant between eiand @i+l-) 
Thus there will be a number ON >> 1 of crystals with ariqles 
, where A6 = 0.3O << 8. of inclination throqhout the range 6 2  
Equivalently, we c a  say there will be AN crystals at the Rraqg 
angle for energies in the ranqe % + 7, AE where AE = A8 I- rnI% = - A6 E. - de 6 
The average value of S in this enerqy range is 
- -  AN E.B. cos eE 
AE (80) 
since AN of the pi(ej,E) curves are centered witbin the qiven 
energy interval (see Fiq. 16). Mreover, the ~i($i,E) curves 
for natural rock salt have widths on the order of AE, so that 
AE S(E) does not fluctuate appreciably in the emrqy ranqe E t7 . 
Wen if fluctuations in S did occur over an enexqy interval as 
small as a few KeV, the telescope's response wuld be smoothed 
by the relatively broad energy resolution of the &ium id3.id.e 
detector.) 
qiven enerqy ranqe, and w e  obtain: 
Thus we can equate S(E) to its averaqe value in the 
AN E E.B. COS eB (E) = %ens 
Assuming that the reflectinq crystals ccgnpletely cover the para- 
boloid, %AN is the qmnetrical area on the paraboloid where 
crystals can reflect x-rays in the enerqy range E 5 2' 
write 
AE We can 
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(84) 
Thus we fmalli obtain 
COS d~ =  IT@^ R sin 2 8 ~ .  (85) Alens.Ei = 2.R2 sin 8~ # R - E 
OB 
For this L.t?ns,& = 229.2 inches so the contribution to Alms 
resulting fmm nth order reflections at a qiven enerqy becanes -
nR i n 2  . 'L (86) Alms {E,n) = 72.7 x l o 4  
Here R is evlrluated for the appropriate order of rerkction (n) 
and for the CiGtuaL thickness of the crystals which axe in a 
position ca produce n t h  order reflections at enerqy E, -
Since the second-order reflectinq power, RII, is only abut 
one-fifth of RI, the thickness of the reflectinq crystals was 
chosen to be eqai  ts the first-order optimum thickness fox most 
of the lens- 
part at tne iens for wcond--3rder reflections between 28 and 40 KeV 
instead of first order reflections between 1 4  and 20 KeV. 
principal reason for this  modification is the realization of how 
strorq atmspheric absapt im is at these enerqies (see Pig. 4). 
Additional reasons are the increased difficulty af cleavmq 
crystals -b thicknesseb less than .024" and the fact that the 
reflectinq p e r  itself is droppinq off fairly rapidly at enerqies 
below 30 KsV. (At 15 KeV, R is only abut 60% of its maximum 
& L  was, however, decided to design the outemst 
The 
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value, according to the theoretical curve (q = 260) of Fiqure 10. 
I plbreover, at energies below 20 KeV, primary extinction (which will 
be mentioned aqain later) makes the actual value of E less than 
the value predicted by the theory I have discussed.) 
Using the theoretical (g = 260) curves for Rand defininq 
the telescope's gain to be 
+ Adetector (87) G =  
Adetector 
we obtain the curve sham in Fig. 17. This curve takes into 
account first-order and second-order reflections for all 8 between 
0.96' and 8.81O. 
Provided that the lens increases the siqnal (i.e. counting 
rate due to x-rays from a celestial sourcej without increasinq 
the background noise (i.e. leakaqe through shieldins and/or 
anticoincidence detectors and isotropic x-rays enterinq through 
the telescope's forward aperture), the minimum intensity detect- 
able (at 30 or any other confidence level) is lowered by a factor 
of G when the lens is put. above the conventional detector. Since 
the field of view of this telescope is so small, the contribution 
of focused isotropic x-rays (atmspheric or extraterrestrial) to 
the background should be very mall. (By erecting cylindrical 
collimators above the flat wire bands (as suqqested in Fiq. 3) 
isotropic x-rays can also be prevented f m  directly reachinq 
the central detector.) 
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The gain curve calculated above assmes that all reflected 
x-rays strike the detector; that is, the boundaries of the 
reflected beam in the z = o plane are assumeci to satisfy 
radius of dstector. 
crystals are sufficiently mall and the incident x-rays come frm 
a direction sufficiently close to the telescope's axis. 
dependence of focusinq efficiency, E ,  on the off-axis angle, e ,  
will now be calculated. 
< 
This condition is satisfied if the reflectinq 
The 
We fizst consider a reflectinq crystal of infinitesimal 
dimensions ~yinq on and tangent to the paraboloid. 
venience, we take the reflectinq point P to lie over the y-axis 
For con- 
(see Fig+ l a ,  . 
directions are the unit vectors -vl and v2, respectively) 
must satisfy d e  law of reflection 
The incident and reflected rays (whose propagation 
h h 
n 
where n is c unir vector perpendicular to the reflectinq 
plane: n = - cos 6 j + sin Bk. 
of v1 and 6, and we find the coordinates (XI, yI) of the point 
A n A A 
This qives v2 as a function 
A 
I at 
from 
which the reflected ray hits the detector (the z=O plane) 
the followinq relations: 
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The exact results are 
A 
If we denote by € the angle between the z-axis and vl, and i f  
8 is snall, we  can write 
(93) % € 2  v lZ = c o s € = 1 - ~  
(95) 
'L 
v = s i n €  = e  
l Y  Y Y' 
For this telescope, € < .02 radians for a l l  focused x-rays, 
so the following are very good approximations: 
Cansider ncm an x-ray source a t  infinity i n  the x-z plane 
(so + = € and €y = 0). 
P' on the paraboloid above the y' axis, which is a t  an anqle $ to  
the y-axis (see Fig. 19) .  T r a n s f o d q  coordinates leads to 
Let x-rays from it be reflected a t  a point 
- 2 Q ~ i n 2 ~  s in  9 
sin 28 
-€ cos$ sh@-s in  2 8 ~ 0 ~ 4  - € cos 28sinQcos$ 
cos 28 - € sin$ s in  28 (99) yI~e,+)= 9 p - t a n 2 8 3  
+ 2RSin28 cos @ 
sin 28 * 
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A For -, these becane 
(-2 sin $ cos$) = % - @E 2 sin$. 
reflected x-rays fall close to a circle of radius 
- in the detector plane, provided all the reflectins crystals 
are of infinitesimal size. 
2 
Accordingly, in applications where converyence of reflected 
x-rays to a point is desired even for € > 0 (e.q. focusinq to 
a photoqraphic film or an array of small, independent scintillation 
detectors in the z=O plane), this x-ray lens could not be used 
satisfactorily. 
(the gecmetry of Fiq. l(a)) muld, however, qive convergence. 
A parabolic array of crystals under the detector 
A focusing x-ray telescope lens must consist of reflecting 
crystals havinq finite dimensions (unless a continuously bent 
crystal is used). 
only to the center of a spot in the x-y plane "illuminated" by 
x-rays reflected f m  a crystal centered at P'. 
of a reflecting crystal on the x-y plane is a rectanqle of dimen- 
sions a(in the azjmuthal direction) by b (in the radial direction) , 
we can write the coordinates of the vertices of the rectangle 
which is the boundary of a reflected beam in the x-y plane (see 
Fig. 20): 
Then the formulas given above for (x1,yI) apply 
If the projection 
(102) V k  = XI - R sin ($+S), VIy = y1 + R cos ($+S) 
(103) ~2~ = XI .- R sin ($-S), vzY = yI + R COS (4-6) 
i 
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where $ is the arigle fram the y-axis to the y' axis (the y' 
axis passes under P' , h e  center of the reflectinq crystal) , 
R = 2  1 m, and 6 = tan-1 (E). 
Determining the positions of these vertices is the first 
step in a series of calculations (performed by cmputer) which 
finally yield the collection efficiency, E. 
which lie inside the detector's boundary (Le. those which satisfy 
Those vertices 
(106) vh2 + Viy2 < (radius of detector)2 ) 
-9 --b are labeled V I i  and are stored separately frm the vertices Wi 
which lie outside the detector's boundary. The number of vertices 
inside theboundary is counted; this number is N. 
The cmputer next finds the points of intersection (if any) 
between the detector's boundary and the rectanqle whose vertices 
have just been calculated. 
counted (there are M of than), 
4 
These points are labeled Ii and are 
In calculating the mutual area % which is contained by both 
the rectanqle arfi the detector boundaries, the formula for the 
area AAc bounded by an arc of radius R and a chord of length L 
is useful: 
(107) A& = R2 sin-' L Jm7 .  (2R) - 7 
This formula, along with the usual area fonnulas for triangles, 
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rectangles, and trapezoids, leads to the formulas for % given 
in Table 1 (here R is Fq), the radius of the detector’s bound- 
ary). 
M, the seven possible canbinations of which are i l lus t ra ted  
in Fig. 21, 
The f o m l a  t o  be used in a given case depends on N and 
Table I 
0 0 0  
AAc 
1 2 Aw+%$J- -e L = - r21 
f - *  4.< .-B 
s, = e-$ I V I ,  I,l , IVI, - 121) 
ab 
ab-% Is, - I, I IVO, - 121+ Abc where L = 11, - I,( 
ab 
(an approximation, but th is  case is rare) 
@ “ a  * -* .+ 
The above calculations of A, were made by the ccanputer (using 
the exact equations 98 and 99 for XI and yx) for each of the 
crystals comprising an annulus. 
that annulus a t  a given off-axis angle € is defined t o  be the 
fraction of total reflected beam area which is intercepted by the 
detector : 
The collection efficiency E for 
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Values of 6 w e r e  cmputed for 11 annuli (.86O < 0 < 8 .81°) a t  
values of 8 ranging fran 0.00' to 0.90° in steps of 0.05O. 
Curves of &(e) for the innembost and outenmst annuli are shm 
in Fig. 22. 
RD (the radius of the detector) = 1.0". To a good apprmirnation, 
the opening half angle (the value of € a t  which  & = 0.5) is just  
- -  
The calculations assume a = 0.8", b = 1.0", and 
radius of detector boundary - 2m o.500, - - =  
focal length of lens A? 
2RD since for e = -
J? 
the center of the reflected heam w i l l  f a l l  
close to a circle(in the detector's plane) of radius 9 = I$,; 
thus when €3 = - 2Q , about half the reflected beam's area w i l l  
.dg 
overlap the detector's area. 
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XI. ME;THoIx; OF TESTING THE LENS 
TIE collection efficiency &(e) curves calculated -e 
assume the reflecting crystals are munted tangentially to a 
true paraboloid. To decide hcw accurately the crystals must 
be aligned with this imaginary paraboloid, we observe " k t  
e 
focusing as e = .50°. 
than 50% when €= 0, the errors i n  0 must be less than .25O. 
Accordingly I designed an optical device (see Fig. 23) which 
tests the actua1"attitude" (i.e. the roll  and pitch angles) 
of a salt crystal lying on the Silkspan skin which covers the 
lens frame. 
position along the aluminum ann which, in turn. can be rotated 
through 360". 
* S o  and that an error of .25O i n  ecauses as much de- 
1/2 
Thus to ensure a collection efficiency qreater 
The second mirror's support can be s l id  t o  any 
Thus, the second mirror functions as a liqht- 
wight ,  moveable souxce of l ight propagating parallel t o  the 
axis of the x-ray lens. 
crystal's "pitch" or inclination anqle) is 
Clearly, the measured value of e (the 
where a is measured to the center of the i l l m h a t e d  spot on 
the screen. 
in 0 produces approximately a 1 inch change in  a. 
is accurately aligned, measurements made with it are readable to 
5 16 
(at least for  radial settings of 18 inches and less). 
For the values of b used (b 2 27 inches), a 1' change 
When the device 
O absolutely 1 0  l o  , repeatable t o  a t  least  + 8 , and accurate to 5 - 
Measure- 
ments of the r o l l  angle can be made just  as accurately, but a 
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rotation of the reflecting planes about their nom1 changes 
neither the direction of the reflected ray nor the reflecting 
p e r  of a crystal. Thus the roll angle need not be measured. 
The pitch angles of the crystals can be checked with an 
x-ray machine if one builds a mounting device capable of 
holding a detector at the lens' focal point while a w e l l -  
collimated beam of x-rays is directed (parallel with the tele- 
scope's axis) at the part of the lens to be tested and the 
counting rate is monitored. 
(less than 1 inch in diameter for this lens) to detect significant 
defocusing, and the incident x-ray beam should be broad enouqh 
The detector should be small enouqh 
in area (more than 
to insure that the 
.007 an2) and enerqy bandwidth (a few KeV) 
number of photons reflected per second is just 
and 54) where R is the "theoretical" optimum 
reflecting p e r  (calculated assumin9 g = 260). If the actual 
counting rate is less than the rate predicted by equation 111, 
the reflecting crystal may be oriented improperly or may have 
the wrong thickness. 
information about crystal orientation that cannot be determined 
optically (with relative ease and precision), so this type of 
tester has not been built. 
Such tests with an x-ray machine give no 
It is also possible to use the x-ray lens to focus x-rays 
frm a point source a finite distance away. 
gecmetry of this focusing. 
Five 24 shows the 
X-rays of enerqy E are emitted by a 
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source at point Q and reflected at point P (a radial distance 
frcan the telescope's axis) to point 0' provided that the "glanc- 
ing angle" e' satisfies the Bragg condition for nth -order reflec- 
tions; that is, reflection can occur if 
where n m y  have to be chosen larger than 1 since we must have 
n 
The angle 8 between the normal vector n at P and the telescope's 
axis is given by 
( f m  equations 6 and 7), where is the lens' focal lenqth, f. 
Using these values of 8 '  and 0 we can determine where to put the 
source and .the detector fran the following fonnulas: * 
(116) 
To calculate the expected counting rate C' 
0' when a source of activity A, disinteqrations 
3.7 x lo1!' sec-1) is located at Q we proceed as 
of a detector at 
per second (1 curie = 
in section X, not- 
ing, however, that the qlancinq angle for the ith crystal is now 
ei' and the crystal's thickness, Ti, is no lonqer the optimum 
-
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thickness for the energy of the focused x-rays. The incident 
intensity Io at P w i l l  be 
and the new effective area becomes 
where 
N 
i=l 
(121) S ' (E)  = I: P i  ( O i l ,  E, T i ,  n) cosei'. 
Provided that 8 ' is not much greater than e , S' (E) w i l l  be nearly 
as &moth as S(E)  , so we can writeaE 
2 N  
(122) S ' ( E )  E 1 J E + -  C P i ( e i ' ,  E, T i ,  n) cosei' dE 
AE n=l E- - 2 
(123) = - AN cos 8B E.B. (E, F, n) AE 
where 5 is the average thickness of the 
in a position to  reflect photons of energy in the range E t2 . 
Thus 
AN crystals which are 
AE 
where now 
since the glancing angle is now e ' ,  not 8 .  To a good approximation 
(for snall e ' ) ,  
and 
and 
Thus 
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Y =@ 
de S w =  'S@ ' 
the effective area for finite S beccsmes 
It can be shown frm equation 48 that - 
. T  1- T/Toopt 
Toopt 
(131) R(E, T, n) = R (E, Toopt, n) -e 
Thus, ;if the same order reflection is used in the finite S and 
infinite S gmetries, we can express Allens (E) in term of 
(E) le?. 85) as Alens 
w!aich is always less than Alens(E). 
The actual counting rate is then ccpnpared with c' (calculated 
frm eq. 120): 
Although as yet untried, this methcd of testing annular sections 
of the x-ray lens should be accurate and relatively easy, experi- 
mentally. 
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It30 posslble versions of th i s  f0Gush-q x-ray telescope are 
ccmpared with other x-rays detectors i n  Table I1 and Fig. 25, 
which shows the minmum intensity detectable i n  100 seconds 
(with 3 J 
efficiencies calculated by W e b b e r  (1967) 
use sodium iodide crystals situated i n  sane sort  of shield. 
confidence) assumhq anticoincidence (shieldinq) 
All the detectors 
Table I1 
N a  I area Anticoincidence OFeniW 
Detector cm2 Scinti l lator Focusing Half Anqle Reference 
Peterson A 9.4 cs I No % 10" Peterson 
et  a1.,1965 
1966 
Peterson B 40 Cs I (Na) No 3 O  Peterson, 
F&xinert 100 Liquid N o  % 100 W e b b e r ,  
1967 
Lindquist A 20 Plastic 6'dia. lens 0 . 5 O  
Lindquist B 20 cs I 6'dia. lens 0.5O 
Although liquid and plastic scintillators are efficient 
detectors of chary& particles, their  low atamic n'L;lmbers makes 
their cross sections for x-ray absorption quite low. Thus, when 
used as guard detectors for an x-ray telescope, they are supple- 
mented by passive shielding (e.g. lead and tin). 
Both versions of this focusing telescope (which differ  only i n  
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the type of anticoincidence which is used) have considerably 
greater sensitivity at  30 KeV than the other detecbrs  l is ted,  
but the advantage diminishes rapidly w i t h  increasing enerqy. 
The focusing telescope has by far the narrowest f ie ld  of view 
of the detectors listed. 
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XIV. A P P L I W I ~ S  OF THIS FOCUSING X-FW "EZESCOPE 
This focusing telescope's good sensitivity (especially 
in the 20-40 KeV energy range, where the flux detected at 
balloon altitudes is greatest) &e it well suited for collect- 
ing data on weak sources in short times or discovering new 
sources, provided that it can be kept pointed accurately at the 
region of interest. 
a several-squaredegree area of the sky, stronq sources can be 
located to a precision better than one degree as lorq as the 
instantaneous direction of the telescope's axis is known 
(though not necessarily controlled) to that accuracy. 
ies in the "isotropic" flux of extraterrestrial x-rays might 
If the telescope is made to scan across 
Anisotrop- 
also be detected. 
.* 
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Because the x-ray reflectinq power of crystals is so 
mall, the lens diameter must be much greater than the detector 
diameter if appreciable gain is to be realized. 
energy ranqe, the range of Braqg anqles is fixed, so the 
effective area of the lens can ohly be increased by making 
the lens larger arid putting it farther away from the detector, 
thereby decreasirq the field of view (since the detector then 
subtends a smaller angle as seen from the lens). In the case 
of this telescope, the finite size of the crystals, crystal 
mounting irregularities, and the appreciable width of the 
curve p ( 0 )  for rock salt can contribute to defocusinq nearly 
For a qiven 
as large as the ncminal openinq half angle: 0.5O. 
gain with this type of telescope seems impossible. 
So increased 
Wreover, an opening half angle of 0.5' or less requires 
considerable precision in the machining of the pieces for the 
lens frame. Because of variations of about .010" in hole 
locations on the spokes of the oriqinal lens frame, this frame 
had to be scrapped. 
meter lens frame w i t h  a local lenqth of 57.3 in. is beinq 
built. 
In its place, an all-aluminum 3 ft. dia- 
Devices capable of accurately determining the celestial 
coordinates toward which the telescope is pointed must also 
be developed. I presently plan on using a two-dimensional 
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sun sensor and a qravity sensor (whose outputs will be tele- 
metered, a l q  with detector rate and pulse height data) for 
pointing direction information. 
elevation and azimuth will be achieved by radio camand. 
Control of the telescope's 
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m. FJo~zATIos\TMEAsuREMENTs 
In calculating the effective area of this lens, we replaced 
sin2$ in ecpition 23 by its average value (averaged over all 
possible polarization directions) , 
This was pnrrLssible for this lens, since its symnetry (abut 
the z-axis) implies that for a given x-ray the plane of incidence 
may be at any angle to the plane of polarization of the x-ray. 
The gain curve calculated above thus applies no matter how polarized 
the incident x-radiation may be. 
With a slight modification, this focusing telescope can 
(in principle, at least) be used to detect and measure polarization 
of x-rays. For radiation with its electric field vector in the 
plane of incidence (the plane containinq incident and reflected 
wave vectors), 
whereas for radiation with its electric field vector perpendicular 
to the plane of incidence, 
(136) sin2 4 = 1. 
Thus the reflecting powers of a crystal for the two cases of 
polarization are related by 
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Thus i f  the radiation fall ing on the lens is linearly plar ized,  
the reflected intensity w i l l  be greatest frcan that part of the 
lens where the crystals' planes of incidence are approximately 
perpendicular to the plane of polarization. 
with its center qnd two diametrically opposite sectors rennoved 
(see Fig. 26), is made to rotate underneath 
rate  will be greatest when the diameter between the renoved 
sectors is perpendicular to the plane of polarization. 
I f  a lead disk, 
the lens, the countinq 
However, Rgl  and R, never differ by more than 9% for this 
lens, so the lens itself would have to be very uniform for this 
mthcd to successfully detect even very strong polarization. 
And, unfortunately, We insertion of the rotating absorber 
reduces the muntinq rate  (of x-rays frcm the source) by a factor 
of tm or  mre (depd ing  on how wide the seators are), thereby 
reducing the telescope's sensitivity by that factor. 
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Other focusing x-ray telescopes might make use of nearly 
per€ect crystals (e.g. calcite) which have large reflection 
coefficients wer a very narm range of glancing anqle(or 
energy). 
energy interval, but muld reqyire great pointing control 
Such telescopes could have great gain over a narrow 
accuracy. 
scope's detector would have to  have resolution about as fine 
as the bandwidth of the lens, so that background events of 
energy outsl-de th i s  bandwidth muld not be confused with the 
signal. 
And to take f u l l  advantage of th i s  gain, the tele- 
Rocket-borne or satellite-borne x-ray telescopes might 
be designed- for  energies below 20 KeV. 
the calcuhted reflecting p e r  of rock salt (assvrminq. g = 260) 
is appraxmteky proportional to E3I4, so R i s  smaller a t  lower 
energies. 
A t  enerqies below 30 KeV, 
But, Lor a given focal length, the lens diameter 
w i l l  be proport.Lonal to (sin OBImax, which, i n  turn, is inversely 
proportional LO we minimum energy which w i l l  be focused. 
one would expect a low energy telescope to have about the same 
gain as a higher energy telescope w i t h  the same opening angle. 
Since the incLdent intensity is, for a typical source of comic 
x-rays, mch greater a t  these lower energies, the low energy 
telescope would be more likely t o  detect new sources, assuminq 
our calculations are correct. 
Thus 
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However, our calculations of R did not take into account 
primary extinction, which becanes important for rock salt a t  
energies belaw about 20 KeV, Primary extinction occurs when 
t k  perfect blocks (of which a mosaic crystal is camposed) 
are sufficiently large that appreciable extinction occurs i n  
each of thm. (Thus the probability of reflection by a block 
is no longer proportional t o  the block's volume.) 
reduces the reflecting power of natural rock sa l t  ( in  the Braqg 
case) to 4.0 x 
measured by cclrrq?ton (1917) and Renninqer (19341, respectively) 
The effect can be largely eliminated by grinding the crystals 
(Renninger (1934) and Braw (19211, but t h i s  m e t h o d  is not 
easily applied to the thin crystals used in the h u e  case. 
This effect 
a t  17.2 KeV and 1.02 x 10'' a t  8 KeV (values 
Focusing x-ray telescopes much better than the one I have 
designed could be constructed i f  crystals w i t h  much greater 
reflecting powers were available. The fundmental limitation 
on reflecting power is the ra t io  Q - , which is just  the rat io  of 
I-r 
integrated reflection probability to absorption probability for 
a small perfect crystal. 
crystal whose atoms are a l l  the same, we can readily see the 
I f  we consider, for simplicity, a 
manner i n  which - Q varies with the density p of the crystal and 
I-r 
the a tmic  number z of its atcans. 
For -11 8, the structure factor F approaches the nmber 
ZT of electrons i n  the u n i t  cell of volume V: 
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The electron density is 
the crystal's atclms. Thus 
z, where A is t b  atanic weight of 
ZT=fiZ P V. (139) 
Z Since xis fairly constant, equation 25 gives us 
where the symbol mans "is roughly proportional to." E ' o r  
energies below 100 KeV 
p a z4P A (141) 
(Bleuler and Goldsmith, 1960, p. 176). 
Thus 
The density of a solid is a relatively slow function of its atcanic 
number, so low -z crystals should have much higher reflecting 
pmers than high -z crystals. 
of this lens are not very low (11 and 17 for sodium and chlorine, 
respectively), so there appears to be scnne hope of making a much 
more efficient x-ray lens by smehow fabricatinq ideally imperfect 
The atamic nurhrs  of the components 
low -2 crystals. 
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Ficpre 1. 
an x-ray lens. 
Three possible arranqments of crystals to form 
t 
( b )  LAUE CASE 
Figure 2. The R r a q q  m d  Laue cases of x-ray reflection. 
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F i v e  3. Schematic drawinq of the focushq x-ray 
telescope (not t o  scale). 
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Figure 4. Atmospheric transmission of vertically incident 
x-rays at high altitudes (pressures in millibars). 
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Figure 9. Absorption lenqth for  x-rays i n  rock salt  as a 
function of enerqy . 
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Fiqure 11. Opthum NaCl thickness as a function of enerq7. 
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Figure 17. Effective mea and gain of the focusing x-ray 
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Figure 19. 
on the paraboloid, whose focal p i n t  is the orisin 0. 
Top view of x, x' , y and y'  axes. Point P ' lies 
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X-ray Detectors. 
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Fiqure 26. 
to determine polarization. 
Rotatinq absorber to be placed under lens 
